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Anomalies in the microwave power-dependent surface impedance of YBa2Cu3O7Àx thin films
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Nonlinear microwave properties of two high-quality YBaCuO thin films on MgO substrate have been
studied in zero and finite dc magnetic field~up to 12 mT! at 8 and 16 GHz using the coplanar resonator
technique. Anomalous decrease in the surface impedanceZs5Rs1 jXs as a function of increasing microwave
magnetic fieldH rf was found for both the samples. In one of the films anomalous behavior is only seen in
Rs(H rf) and only at low temperaturesT<15 K, whereas in the other one onlyXs(H rf) exhibits anomalies and
mostly at intermediateT ~40–45 K!. Impedance plane analysis in terms ofT, frequencyf, andH rf dependences
of the r parameter revealed that the anomalous behavior is most certainly governed by dynamics of quasipar-
ticles, rather than vortices. At higherH rf (>10 kA/m), however, a noticeable deviation from the quasiparticle
scaling towards the vortex motion mechanisms was found. This indicates that in high microwave fields the
anomalous affects inZs(H rf) may be masked by or interfered with the vortex dynamics. Also some evidence
is presented that the origin of the anomalies inZs(H rf) is seemingly related to the oxygen content of the films.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.104522 PACS number~s!: 74.25.Nf, 74.76.Bz, 74.25.Ha, 74.60.Ge
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear microwave properties of high-temperature
perconductors~HTS’s! cause a great deal of interest amo
the microwave HTS community in terms of both their si
nificance for application and due to the rich and exciti
physics involved~see, e.g., Refs. 1–3!. From the classica
theory and experiments on both low-temperature superc
ductors~LTS’s! and HTS’s it is known that superconductin
properties usually deteriorate with elevated microwaveH rf
and dcHdc magnetic fields~see, e.g., Refs. 4–7!. In terms of
the surface impedanceZs5Rs1 jXs , it means that both the
surface resistanceRs and the surface reactanceXs increase
with H ~hereH stands for bothH rf andHdc). Recently, how-
ever, a new extraordinary phenomenon in HTS thin films
been discovered: the anomalous decrease inZs with a rela-
tively weak ~in a few mT region! H rf and Hdc.8–11 Though
similar anomalous effects has been reported in the pas
LTS’s subject to simultaneously applied ac and dc magn
fields,12,13 a closer look at the problem reveals that most
the classical concepts such as field-dependent sur
barrier13,14and stimulated superconductivity15 are unlikely to
be responsible for the microwave anomalies discus
here.10,16–18

On the other hand, another two recently proposed mec
nisms, namely the nonlinear grain shunted weak link mo
~GSWLM! ~Ref. 18! and the modified two-fluid mode
~TFM! with the field-dependent quasiparticle scatteri
rate19 are strong candidates for accounting for the aforem
tioned anomalies inZs(H rf ,Hdc). Both those models are ca
pable of good description of experimental data on YBaC
films, in which onlyRs decreases withH (H rf or Hdc).

18,19

Here, in both the above mentioned scenariosXs(H) behaves
in the normal way~i.e., rises!. Recently, however, a numbe
of new physical mechanisms were put forward that may g
a consistent qualitative description of the correlated ano
lies in bothRs(H) and Xs(H). Among those are the field
induced alignment of the magnetic impurity spins,9,20 the
0163-1829/2002/65~10!/104522~15!/$20.00 65 1045
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opening of a superconducting subdominants-wave-like en-
ergy gap,21,22 the constructive quasiparticle interference
the grain-junction interface in a d-wave-like
superconductor,23 as well as other peculiar transport pheno
ena related to the spin-charge separation in quasi-o
dimensional systems,24,25 intrinsic disorder,26,27 the forma-
tion of stripes,28 or novel quasi-particle concepts.29 However,
to the best of our knowledge, none of those concepts is
embodied into a theoretical model for the surface impedan
which makes it impossible to compare the available exp
mental data with the theoretical predictions. Finally, the
exists another explanation that the anomalous microwave
fects attributed to HTS may actually be related to low te
perature peculiarities in the loss tangent of MgO substrat30

However, the fact that microwave anomalies are seen in H
films sputtered on other substrates11,31 ~such as LaAlO3), as
well as the fact that small dc magnetic fields can change
appearance of the anomalous effects dramatically17 strongly
suggest that there is a broad class of the microwave ano
lies, which are most definitely related to superconductiv
In this paper we solely concentrate on latter category of
anomalies.

In what follows we present data on two high-quality~in
terms of good low powerRs , Jc , Tc and structural homoge
neity! YBaCuO thin films and analyze those data in terms
temperatureT, frequencyf, and H rf dependences of ther
parameter (r 5DRs /DXs). We show that a great variety o
the available experimental data9–11,16–19,31is impossible to
describe without attracting some sort of recovery effect
the Cooper pair density with increased magnetic field.
perform theoretical analysis of the data in terms of the d
ferential loss tangent (r̃ 5]Rs /]Xs) within the TFM and
modified Coffey-Clem model32 ~CCM!. In the TFM the qua-
siparticle scattering is considered to be the dominant mec
nism of microwave dissipation, whereas in the CCM the d
sipation primarily originates in the vortex dynamic
~including flux pinning, creep and flow!. The analysis of our
©2002 The American Physical Society22-1
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TABLE I. Electrical and microstructural properties and growth parameters of the thin films.

Sample Tc , K Jc , MA/cm2 Dv, ° c axis, Å Tdep, °C Rs , mV l(0), nm

TF1 83 0.5 1.04 11.757 640 35 210
TF2 88 2.2 0.55 —a 690 50 135

aThe original data for this film are missing. In about 5 years after the film fabrication this paramete
measured to be 11.699, which corresponds to the oxygen contentd56.78.
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data shows that the value of ther parameter, as well as itsH
andf dependences fit best to a mechanism based on the
siparticle scattering, rather than vortex nucleation and/or m
tion. In this respect, our conclusion is supported by rec
observations of Raoet al.,31 who found no hysteresis in th
microwave losses in the anomalous regime, a strong ind
tion of a dissipation mechanism not influenced by vor
dynamics.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II t
fabrication method, electrical and microstructural propert
of the films studied in this work, as well as the measurem
technique are described. Experimental results includinT
andH rf dependences of the surface impedanceZs and r pa-
rameter at two frequencies~8 and 16 GHz! and in various dc
magnetic fields~up to 12 mT! are presented in Sec. III. The
oretical analysis in terms ofr̃ within the TFM and CCM is
described in Sec. IV. In Sec. V the experimental results
discussed and analyzed within the aforementioned two m
els, which is followed by conclusions in Sec. VI.

II. SAMPLES AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

The two films studied here,33 TF1 and TF2, are deposite
by thee-beam coevaporation technique onto polished~001!-
oriented MgO single crystal substrates 10310 mm2. The
films are 350 nm thick. Thec-axis misalignment of the films
is typically less than 1%. The main electrical characteris
and microstructural properties, as well as the deposition c
ditions of the two films studied in this work are recapitulat
in Table I. Here, the critical temperatureTc , the critical cur-
rent densityJc at 77 K , the rocking curve widthDv, the
c-axis length, the film deposition temperatureTdep, the sur-
face resistanceRs at 12 K , and the zero-T penetration depth
l(0) for the two samples are given. The absolute values
l(0) were determined without resorting to any theoreti
model by using the technique developed by Porchet al.34

The method is based on measuring the microwave resp
of two coplanar resonators patterned on the same film.
two resonators have different ground plane-to-central s
spacing, but the same resonant frequency. This allows u
extract the absolute value ofl at a fixed temperatureTmin by
adjusting the guess value forl(Tmin) in order to make the
temperature dependences ofl for the two resonators coin
cide over the wholeT range. This method gives one a way
determining absolute values ofl ~with an accuracy of
;10%) without assuming a particular temperature variati
provided that the film is homogeneous over its area. T
method also allows one to take into account the effect
finite film thickness. For more details see Ref. 34.

Preliminary measurements on the two films discus
10452
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here, TF1 and TF2, were presented in our ear
publication,10 where they were designated as films TF2 a
TF3, correspondingly. The data reported in the present pa
were taken in about two year intervals after those reporte
Ref. 10. Though theH rf dependences presented in these t
papers cannot be directly compared since they were take
different temperatures, the nonlinear behavior of the films
essentially the same. In particular, for film TF1 the anoma
are only seen atT,20 K and only inRs(H), whereas for
TF2 the anomalies are observed at higherT (.40 K) and
are mostly seen inXs(H).

It should be noted here that when calculating the pow
dependences ofZs we made no correction for the change
the rf field distribution with increasedH rf over the resonator
area in the nonlinear regime. The importance of such cor
tion has recently been highlighted by Reznik,35 who demon-
strated that a change in the field distribution with increase
field amplitude may lead to a change in the power dep
dences ofZs . However, the predictions of that model a
only accurate in the case of strong nonlinearities@i.e., if
Rs(H)5R0(11bHn), e.g., thenbHn has to be@1#, when
exact analytical solutions for some of the model’s equatio
exist. Fortunately, in our case relative increase inRs with the
peak microwave fieldH rf is rather small~typically ;10%),
or in other wordsbHn!1, and therefore we think that th
correction for the change in the rf field distribution should
negligible. In addition, even in the case of strong nonlinea
ties ~see Figs. 3 and 4 in Ref. 35!, the qualitative behavior of
Zs(H) and other parameters~such asb, e.g.! does not change
considerably when the correction is applied. Therefore,
believe that qualitative conclusions of our paper are not
fected by the lack of the correction for the nonuniformZs in
the nonlinear regime. However, we also admit that in gene
case such corrections must be taken into account.

Approximately a year after all the main measureme
reported here were completed, the reference part of film T
~Ref. 36! was x rayed to determine the oxygen content,37 that
proved to have deteriorated from*6.9 to .6.78 over the
period specified above. As will be seen later, this change
the oxygen content strongly affected both the frequency
pendence of the surface resistanceRs of the film, as well as
the appearance of the anomalous microwave effects w
are the main subject of this paper.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. H rf dependence ofZs

Figure 1 demonstratesH rf dependences ofRs and Xs of
sample TF1 taken at differentT ~shown in the figure! at 8
2-2
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ANOMALIES IN THE MICROWAVE POWER-DEPENDENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 104522
GHz. At 15 K an anomalous decrease inRs(H rf) accompa-
nied by the conventional behavior~increase! of Xs(H rf) is
clearly seen, whereas at higherT both Rs(H rf) and Xs(H rf)
increase in the conventional way. The remarkable featur
this film is that functional behavior ofRs(H rf) changes dra-
matically with T, whereas the shape ofXs(H rf) remains vir-
tually the same over the wholeT range. Here, the functiona
forms ofRs(H rf) andXs(H rf) are generally not correlated~in
sense that one of them may increase, while the other
creases!.

H rf dependences ofRs and Xs of the same sample TF
measured at 16 GHz and differentT are shown in Fig. 2.
Both dependences are very similar to those at 8 GHz.
decrease inRs(H rf) is less pronounced at 16 GHz because
the narrower field range~due to lower quality factor of the
resonator! at this frequency. The ‘‘threshold’’ field, i.e., th
field above whichRs(H rf) starts to fall seems to be nearly th
same at both frequencies~see Figs. 1 and 2!.

Figure 3 illustratesH rf dependences ofRs and Xs of
sample TF2 measured at differentT and 8 GHz. The anoma
lous effects in this sample are more intricate than in TF1.
15 K a shallow minimum inRs(H rf) is observed that is ac
companied by perfectly ‘‘normal’’ behavior~i.e., increase! in
Xs(H rf). With increasedT ~40 K!, the anomaly inRs(H rf)
gets washed out, whereas a profound anomaly~minimum!

FIG. 1. H rf dependence of the surface resistanceRs and the
surface reactanceXs for sample TF1 at various temperatures~given
in the figure! and 8 GHz. The data at 40 and 60 K are offset alo
the vertical axis (Rs is offset by 9.5 and 39mV, andXs is offset by
1.4 and 5.4 mV at 40 and 60 K, respectively! for clarity.
10452
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develops inXs(H rf) @see Fig. 3~b!#. Finally, at even higherT
~60 K! both Rs(H rf) and Xs(H rf) become nearly flat. As in
the case of TF1, the qualitative behavior ofRs(H rf) and
Xs(H rf) are generally not correlated. As far as 16 GHz d
for this film are concerned@see Fig. 4#, the overall behavior
of Zs(H rf) is rather different from that seen at 8 GHz. Ov
the whole temperature range~15 to 60 K! neitherRs(H rf) nor
Xs(H rf) exhibit any anomalies. In other words, they bo
increase asH rf rises. A possible reason for such drama
difference of 8 and 16 GHz data may be a presence of lo
defects near the location ofH rf maximum~s! for one of the
resonant modes. Such defects could well mask or even
press the anomalous effects. However, since no indicatio
such defects has been revealed by microstructural~AFM!
measurements of the films, this scenario remains specula

B. Influence of H dc on Zs„H rf …

A dramatic effect of dc magnetic field~applied perpen-
dicular to the film surface in the field-cooled regime! as
small as a few mT on the power dependence ofZs of film
TF1 at 15 K and 8 GHz is demonstrated in Fig. 5. The eff
is especially pronounced inXs(H rf), for which Hdc as low as
5 mT virtually inverts the functional form ofXs(H rf) making
it a ‘‘mirror image’’ of the zero-field curve~see Fig. 5!. In
addition, at allH rf in a finite Hdc Xs is lower than at zero
field. In other words, the dc field seems to stimulate sup
conductivity reducing the penetration depthl and, hence,

FIG. 2. H rf dependence ofRs andXs for sample TF1 at various
temperatures~given in the figure! and 16 GHz. The data at 40 K ar
offset along the vertical axis (Rs is offset by 40mV, and Xs is
offset by 2.5 mV) for clarity.
2-3
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increasing the number of Cooper pairs. The effect ofHdc on
Rs(H rf) is less noticeable and mainly consists in increas
the low power level ofRs as well as slightly lowering the
‘‘threshold’’ field above whichRs(H rf) decreases. Anothe
feature to note is that allRs(H rf) curves measured at differ
ent Hdc tend to merge with increasedH rf (>10 kA/m). Fi-
nally, at any givenH rf both Rs and Xs are nonmonotonic
functions ofHdc. At 16 GHz and 15 KZs(H rf) curves~not
shown in the figure! for film TF1 are quite similar to those
measured at 8 GHz. Here again, enhancedHdc leads to low-
ering the thresholdH rf , above which the anomalous beha
ior comes into play.

At high temperatures~60 K! no anomalies inRs(H rf) are
seen at either 8 GHz~see Fig. 6! or 16 GHz~not shown in
the figure!. The curves at 8 GHz are fairly flat up to som
threshold fieldH rf;10–20 kA/m ~depending onHdc) and
rise rapidly above that field. The threshold field is clea
reduced in the presence of the dc field, but the exact tren
not clear~e.g., the threshold field at 12 mT is higher th
those at 5 and 10 mT, while those are lower than that a
mT, see Fig. 6!. Generally,Rs(Hdc) is nonmonotonic within
the whole range ofH rf . Xs(H rf) has pretty much the sam
shape (;H rf

n , wheren,1 at lowH rf andn.1 at higherH rf)
as it does at 15 K~see Figs. 1 and 2!. Xs(Hdc) is generally
monotonic within the whole range ofH rf ~except for H rf
<0.3 kA/m andHdc of 5 mT at 8 GHz! with the main effect
of Hdc being diminishingXs ~or l) values. Above 10 mT a

FIG. 3. H rf dependence ofRs andXs for sample TF2 at various
temperatures~given in the figure! and 8 GHz. The data at 40 and 6
K are offset along the vertical axis (Rs is offset by 7.5 and 37mV,
andXs is offset by 1.1 and 4.8 mV at 40 and 60 K, respectively! for
clarity.
10452
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saturation of this ‘‘recovery’’ effect at 8 GHz is observe
~data at 10 and 12 mT almost collapse onto a single cu
see Fig. 6!. To summarize, we can say that unlike at lowT
~15 K!, at T560 K H rf dependences of neitherRs nor Xs
exhibit any anomalies, whereasHdc dependences do. Anothe
common feature is thatRs is generally increased withHdc,
though this dependence is nonmonotonic. At the same ti
Hdc always reducesXs and this dependence is monotonic.

Zs(H rf) for sample TF2 at 8 GHz, and 15 and 60 K an
various dc fields are displayed in Figs. 7 and 8. TheRs(H rf)
curves at bothT are fairly flat up to ;35–70 kA/m
(;44–88 mT) at allHdc except 5 mT, at whichRs(H rf)
starts to rise at lower fields (;20–30 kA/m). Unlike 15 K
data, at 60 K 12 mT curve also exhibits a rise inRs above
;10 kA/m. No anomalies are seen inRs(H rf) at any of the
dc fields.Hdc dependence ofRs is again nonmonotonic at al
H rf , as it is for film TF1, with the in-fieldRs values in-
creased compared with the zero field ones. The most
nounced increase inRs at bothT is caused byHdc55 mT,
whereas higherHdc tends to bring theRs(H rf) curves down
close to the zero-field dependence. The shape ofRs(H rf)
curves is generally unaffected byHdc except 5 mT~and 12
mT at 60 K! data. At the same time, the shape ofXs(H rf) is
noticeably affected byHdc. For instance, at 15 KHdc of 10
and 12 mT are seen to produce a shallow minimum at in
mediate values ofH rf (;7 –15 kA/m). At 60 K similar ef-
fect is observed at 5 mT with the minimum being at low
H rf (;4 –5 kA/m). Here, at both temperaturesHdc of 5 mT

FIG. 4. H rf dependence ofRs andXs for sample TF2 at various
temperatures~given in the figure! and 16 GHz. The data at 40 K ar
offset along the vertical axis (Rs is offset by 60mV, and Xs is
offset by 2.3 mV) for clarity.
2-4
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ANOMALIES IN THE MICROWAVE POWER-DEPENDENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 104522
evokes a very rapid growth ofXs(H rf) at H rf>20 kA/m
@similarly to its effect onRs(H rf)#. Thus, similarly to film
TF1, certain values ofHdc are seen to greatly affect the sha
of Xs(H rf), without having much of an effect on the shape
Rs(H rf). Here, the main effect ofHdc is a nonmonotonic
increase inRs at all values ofH rf and a nonmonotonic be
havior in Xs(H rf).

C. Frequency dependence ofRs in both linear
and nonlinear regimes

The temperature dependence ofRs for both samples, TF1
and TF2, at both resonance modes~8 and 16 GHz! and at
two values of H rf ~1 and 7 kA/m! are shown in Figs.
9~a!,9~b!. The data at 8 GHz are scaled up to 16 GHz us
the conventional formulasRs; f n, wheren is expected to be
;2. For both films the data collapse well onto a single cu
at low T ~below 50 and 40 K for TF1 and TF2, respectively!.
At higher T there is a noticeable discrepancy between th
and 16 GHz curves that might be caused by presence of l
inhomogeneities at the location ofH rf maximum for one of
the resonant modes, as was mentioned earlier. However,
ing no microstructural evidence of existence of such defe
in the film, we admit that the change in the frequency scal
with T remains unexplained.

FIG. 5. H rf dependence ofRs andXs for sample TF1 in various
dc magnetic fieldsHdc ~shown in the figure! at 15 K and 8 GHz.
The inset in the lower figure demonstratesXs(H rf) at 0 mT on an
expanded scale.
10452
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There are two important observations that follow fro
Figs. 9~a!,9~b!. First, the frequency scaling ofRs for both the
films is different from the conventionalf 2 scaling expected
for homogeneous superconductor (n52.54 and 1.73 for TF1
and TF2, respectively!; and second, the frequency scalin
remains unchanged in both low~1 kA/m! and high~7 kA/m!
H rf ranges. At first glance, the difference in theH rf values
may seem to be not that significant to justify the conclus
that the frequency scaling is the same for both the linear
nonlinear regimes. However, later on it will be shown th
the same scaling holds within much broaderH rf range~from
0.5 to 20 kA/m!. The first fact (nÞ2) implies that local
defects may be responsible for the non-v2 scaling@see, e.g.,
Ref. 2#. The other fact seems to imply that the dissipati
mechanism at high microwave powers~nonlinear regime! is
the same as that at lowH rf ~linear regime!, and is therefore,
most likely dominated by quasiparticle scattering rather th
vortex motion. This preliminary conclusion will be furthe
supported by comprehensive impedance plane analysis
formed in the later sections of the paper.

Frequency scaling ofRs for sample TF1 when field
cooled in both low~1 kA/m! and high~7 kA/m! H rf ranges
was found to be essentially the same~within an accuracy of
5%, not shown in the figure!. However, in a finite dc field the
scaling breaks at slightly lower~by about 5–10 K! T. Admit-
ting the concept of local defects it is quite reasonable
expect that trapped magnetic flux should weaken superc
ductivity in the intergrain boundaries~or defects! and make

FIG. 6. H rf dependence ofRs andXs for sample TF1 in various
dc magnetic fieldsHdc ~shown in the figure! at 60 K and 8 GHz.
2-5
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ANTON V. VELICHKO et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 104522
them come into play at lowerT. Again, we see that even wit
a trapped magnetic flux the same frequency scaling holds
both low and high microwave power regimes. Therefo
though vortices are inevitably present in the sample upon
field cooling, they do not seem to dominate the microwa
dissipation in either of those cases.

Figures 10~a!,10~b! demonstrateRs(H rf) curves measured
at both modes~8 and 16 GHz! at variousT ~shown in the
figure! for samples TF1 and TF2, respectively. The curves
8 GHz were scaled up to 16 GHz using the same freque
exponentn (Rs; f n) over the entireH rf range. Two remark-
able features have to be noted here. For film TF1 the sca
exponent in the anomalous regime (T515 K,n52.5) is
higher that in the normal regime (T560 K, n52.2). Simi-
larly, for sample TF2 at 40–45 K where the most profou
anomalies inXs(H rf) are seen, the scaling exponent is high
n.1.9, than the corresponding value at low temperaturen
51.7 (T515 K), where no legible anomalies are seen
Xs(H rf), and a very shallow minimum is seen inRs(H rf).
Nearly the same scaling exponent (.1.9) holds for TF2 at
higherT ~up to 60 K, not shown in the figure!. Here again,
we can see that the same frequency scaling holds for
low (H rf>0.5 kA/m) and high (H rf<20 kA/m) microwave
power regimes thus supporting our conclusion that the di
pation mechanisms in linear and nonlinear regimes of
films studied here appears to have a similar nature.

FIG. 7. H rf dependence ofRs andXs for sample TF2 in various
dc magnetic fieldsHdc ~shown in the figure! at 15 K and 8 GHz.
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Temperature dependences ofRs at 8 and 16 GHz at low
microwave power (210 dBm,H rf.0.3 kA/m) are shown
in Figs. 11~a!,11~b! for samples TF1 and TF2, respectivel
The data at 8 GHz are scaled up to 16 GHz. As one can
from Fig. 11~a!, frequency scaling for TF1 changes signi
cantly with T. In the lowerT range (T<20 K), the scaling
exponentn.2.5, then it reduces to.2.3 at 20–35 K, and
finally reduces to.2.06 above 40 K. This again demon
strates that the conventional frequency scaling (n.2) for
TF1 holds only in high-T range (T>40 K), whereas at low
T, where the anomalies inRs(H rf) are observed, the scalin
factor is enhanced by approximately 25%.

Figure 11~b! illustrates frequency scaling for TF2 deduce
from the measurements which were taken some year afte
initially presented measurements on that sample had b
made~and in about 5 years after the film fabrication!. The
scaling exponent in these later measurements is very clos
2 (n.2.02) within the wholeT range. In addition, no
anomalies in eitherRs(H rf) or Xs(H rf) were seen in sample
TF2 after that period. According to the x-ray analysis, t
oxygen content of TF2 has been significantly reducedd
.6.78) as compared to that (d>6.9) of the ‘‘just fabricated’’
film. This gives us a hint that origin of the anomalies
strongly related to the oxygen content of the HTS films. A
active research in this field is currently being carried out
Hein et al.,38 who are studying the effect of oxygen conte
on the appearance of the microwave anomalies in the n
linear surface impedance of YBaCuO films on MgO. Ho

FIG. 8. H rf dependence ofRs andXs for sample TF2 in various
dc magnetic fieldsHdc ~shown in the figure! at 60 K and 8 GHz.
2-6
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ANOMALIES IN THE MICROWAVE POWER-DEPENDENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 104522
ever, this issue is investigated rather scarcely so far, an
accurate understanding of this effect yet exists.

D. r parameter analysis: Temperature, frequency, dc, and rf
magnetic field dependences

The way we define temperature, frequency and dc fi
dependences of ther parameter in this section is as follow

r ~A!5
@Rs~H rf!2Rs~H rf

min!#A

@Xs~H rf!2Xs~H rf
min!#A

, ~1!

whereA represents eitherT, or f or Hdc, with the other two
parameters being held constant. Here,H rf dependence ofr is
defined simply as

r ~H rf!5
@Rs~H rf!2Rs~H rf

min!#

@Xs~H rf!2Xs~H rf
min!#

.

1. Temperature and frequency dependences of r parameter

Temperature dependences of ther parameter for film TF1
at 8 and 16 GHz and various values ofH rf are shown in Figs.
12~a! and 12~b!. As one can see, ther (T) curves deviate

FIG. 9. TemperatureT dependence ofRs for samples~a! TF1
and~b! TF2 at 8 and 16 GHz measured at two values ofH rf ~1 and
7 kA/m! in zero dc field. Data at 8 GHz are scaled up to 16 G
using the conventional relationshipRs; f n. Scaling exponents ob
tained via the least square fitting of 8 GHz to 16 GHz data are gi
in the figure.
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from each other at low temperatures (T>20 K) and tend to
collapse with increasedT. In this low-T range bothH rf andf
dependences of ther parameter are clearly noticeable. Ge
erally, ther parameter increases withT at low temperatures
then passes through a maximum aroundT;25 K, and
slowly decreases with further increase inT. However,H rf

52 kA/m data clearly fall out of this common trend show
ing a consistent decrease ofr with T. Also, we can see thatr
clearly increases with frequency in the low-T range where
the nonlinear anomalies inZs(H rf) occur, and is nearly fre-
quency independent at higherT.

Temperature dependences of ther parameter for film TF2
at 8 and 16 GHz and various values ofH rf are shown in Figs.
13~a! and 13~b!. Similarly to TF1, for this sample ther pa-
rameter noticeably increases with frequency in the temp
ture range where the microwave anomalies take place~be-
tween 40 and 50 K!, whereas it is virtually frequency
independent at otherT. Contrary to sample TF1, though, th
temperature dependence ofr for TF2 is fairly flat over the
whole T range except a sharp maximum at 16 GHz tha
seen in the anomalous range (40,T,50 K). However, it is
worth remembering that at 16 GHz no impedance anoma
are observed for this sample and, therefore, this maximum
r (T) should not be attributed to the mechanism of t
anomalies.

n

FIG. 10. H rf dependences ofRs for samples~a! TF1 and~b! TF2
at 8 GHz~open symbols! and 16 GHz~filled symbols! measured at
two different temperatures~15 and 60 K and 20 and 45 K, fo
samples TF1 and TF2, respectively! and zero dc field. Data at 8
GHz are scaled up to 16 GHz using the conventional relations
Rs; f n. Scaling exponents obtained via the least square fitting o
GHz to 16 GHz data are given in the figure.
2-7
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2. dc and rf magnetic field dependences of r parameter

H rf dependences of ther parameter at 8 GHz, 15 K an
various values ofHdc for samples TF1 and TF2 are shown
Figs. 14~a! and 14~b!, respectively. For TF1 atH rf
>3 kA/m the dc field significantly affects ther (H rf) curves
making them nearly collapse forHdc>10 mT. As one can
see,Hdc also remarkably reduces values ofr at high H rf .
Another prominent feature is that at zeroHdc r values are
negative for certain range ofH rf , whereas for the in-field
datar values are always positive. Thus, the abrupt chang
the values, sign andH rf dependences of ther parameter with
dc field indicate that the frozen magnetic flux seems
change the mechanism of the nonlinear response for
sample. Furthermore, since in both zero and finite dc fie
we observe anomalous power dependences of eitherRs or/
and Xs , we can conclude that there must exist differe
mechanisms for the nonlinear microwave anomalies. In p
ticular, in the cases of uncorrelated@either Rs(H rf) or
Xs(H rf) decreases# and correlated@both Rs(H rf) or Xs(H rf)
decrease simultaneously# behaviors the anomalous mech
nisms appear to be different~according to different values
sign and field dependences of ther parameter!. For film TF2
@see Fig. 14~b!# Hdc changes noticeably neitherr (H rf) nor r
values, except for the 5 mT curve, for whichHdc leads to
visible increase inr with H rf above;10 kA/m. Thus it can

FIG. 11. T dependence ofRs for samples~a! TF1 and~b! TF2
~taken some year after all other measurements discussed earl
the text were made! at 8 and 16 GHz measured at low microwa
powerPrf5210 dBm and zero dc field. Data at 8 GHz are sca
up to 16 GHz using the conventional relationshipRs; f n. Scaling
exponents obtained via the least square fitting of 8 to 16 GHz
are given in the figure.
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be concluded that for TF2 the presence of frozen dc flux d
not generally change the mechanism of nonlinearity. T
case of 5 mT is, however, an exception which suggests
at highH rf (>10 kA/m) this particular dc field may cause
change in the dissipation mechanism.

r (H rf) at 8 GHz, 60 K and various values ofHdc for
samples TF1 and TF2 are shown in Figs. 15~a! and 15~b!,
respectively. For TF1, similarly to 15 K data, a noticeab
effect of the dc field uponr (H rf) is clearly seen forH rf
>10 kA/m. Contrary to the lowT results, however, at 60 K
Hdc has an absolutely opposite effect on bothr (H rf) and r
values, i.e., it enhancesH rf dependences and increasesr val-
ues@cf., Figs. 14~a! and 15~a!#. This, again, suggests that fo
TF1, similar to low-T data, in the high-power regime th
mechanism of dissipation in zeroHdc appears to be differen
from that in a finite dc field. However, the dissimilarity i
this case is qualitatively different as compared to the one
15 K. For film TF2 at 60 K, similarly to the data at 15 K@cf.,
Figs. 14~b! and 15~b!#, Hdc does not generally lead to an
apparent changes in either the functional form ofr (H rf) or r
values. As with the 15 K data, at 60 K the 5 mT curve clea
falls out of the general trend. This curve clearly devia
from the rest of the data forH rf>3 kA/m, which qualita-
tively correlates with the anomalous decrease seen
Xs(H rf) at 5 mT and 60 K~see Figs. 8!. Here,r values turn
negative with increasedH rf because of the noncorrelated b
havior of Rs(H rf) andXs(H rf) at this temperature.

In Fig. 16 H rf dependences of ther parameter for film
TF1 at 8 and 16 GHz, 15 K and various dc fields are p

r in

ta

FIG. 12. T dependence of ther parameter for sample TF1 at
~filled symbols! and 16 GHz~open symbols! measured at various
values ofH rf ~given in the figure! and zero dc field.
2-8
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ANOMALIES IN THE MICROWAVE POWER-DEPENDENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 104522
sented. Two important features have to be noted here. F
at 0 mT r parameter is virtually frequency independe
However, a noticeable frequency dependence of ther param-
eter develops and become stronger with increasedHdc. Sec-
ond, the general trend ofr (H rf) also changes from decrea
ing at Hdc50 to increasing one with enhancedHdc.

IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

To get a deeper insight into the mechanisms respons
for the normal and anomalous nonlinear behavior of
films, we have performed the impedance plane analysi
the experimental data within the framework of two theore
cal models, TFM@see, e.g., Ref. 2# and modified CCM.32 In
the classical TFM the surface impedance can be present
terms of the conductivity ratio,y5s1 /s2, as was formulated
by Hein et al.2,9

Zs5Rs2 jXs5Rc@w2~y!2 j w1~y!#, ~2!

where Rc5A(vm0)/2s1 is the classical surface resistanc
and the scaling functions,w6(y) are given by

w6~y!5A y

11y2
@A(11y2)61#. ~3!

Here, the relationship between the differential loss tanger̃
andy reads

FIG. 13. T dependence of ther parameter for sample TF2 at
~filled symbols! and 16 GHz~open symbols! measured at various
values ofH rf ~given in the figure! and zero dc field.
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A11y221

@~Ky21K21!~A11y221!2y2#

@~Ky21K21!~A11y211!1y2#
,

~4!

where

y5y~K !5f
~12K !

K
~5!

and

K5K~h!5
1

11f2
@xs0

2 ~12h2!21f2#. ~6!

Here K is a function that encompasses dependence of
complex conductivitys5s11 j s2 ~and, hence, that ofZs)
on various external parameters~such asT, H, f, etc.! via
dependence of the superconducting carrier concentrationxs
on those parameters. The meaning of various paramete
the above equations is as follows:f5vt with v and t
being the operating angular frequency and the quasipar
scattering time, respectively;xs052ns0 /nt with ns0 and nt
being the low field concentration of Cooper pairs and
total electron concentration, respectively;h5H/Hc , where
Hc is the scaling field close in magnitude to the thermod
namical critical field.

FIG. 14. H rf dependence of ther parameter for samples~a! TF1
and~b! TF2 at 8 GHz, measured at various values ofHdc ~given in
the figure! and 15 K. The insets demonstrate the data on an
panded scale.
2-9
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ANTON V. VELICHKO et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 104522
The exact dependences ofs1 ands2 on K are given by6

s15vm0~12K !,

s25
vm0

K
. ~7!

The exact procedure of the data analysis in terms ofr̃ within
the TFM is described in Ref. 9. Briefly, from the experime
tal values ofr̃ one can deduce the correspondingy values
using Eq.~4!, and thenw6 values can be found using Eq.~3!.
The next step is to deduceRc values using Eq.~2!, experi-
mentally measured DRs5Rs(H rf)2Rs(0) and DXs
5Xs(H rf)2Xs(0), andw6 found from Eq.~3!. Here, theRc
values deduced fromDRs and DXs should ideally be the
same, which is another check of consistency of the T
scaling.

We should note here that standard TFM is a linear mo
We introduce the nonlinearity into the standard TFM by
corporating the field-dependent carrier concentrationxs into
the expression for the functionK(H) @Eq. ~6!#. We believe
this is a well justified assumption to make since even in
Meissner state the nonlinearity does arise due to Ginzb
Landau depairing or nonlinear pair breaking mechanis
which predicts thatxs;H rf

2 . Similar assumptions have bee
made by other authors when considering the nonlinea
within the weakly coupled grain models.5,18,39

FIG. 15. H rf dependence of ther parameter for samples~a! TF1
and~b! TF2 at 8 GHz, measured at various values ofHdc ~given in
the figure! and 60 K. The insets demonstrate the data on an
panded scale.
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The other model we used for the analysis of our data
the Coffey-Clem model for the rf surface impedance in t
presence of vortex motion.32 According to Coffey and
Clem,32 the surface impedance in the most general case
be written in terms of the complex penetration depth,l̃ as
follows:

Zs5Rs2 jXs52 j vm0l̃, ~8!

wherel̃ is expressed as

l̃5S lL
21 j dvc

2 /2

122 j lL
2/dnf

2 D 1/2

, ~9!

wherelL is the London penetration depth,dvc is the com-
plex vortex penetration depth~that takes into account th
effects of flux pinning, creep, and flow!, anddnf is the nor-
mal fluid penetration depth. The field, temperature, and
quency dependences for all those quantities can be foun
Ref. 32 and will not be reproduced here. There is also so
indication in the literature that the pinning constantkp ~and,
hence, the pinning frequency,vp5kp /h) may be field
dependent.40,41 To account for this, we consideredkp to be
field dependent in the following form:

kp5kp0

~12t2!3/2

11B/BJ
, ~10!

x-

FIG. 16. H rf dependence of ther parameter for sample TF1 at
~filled symbols! and 16~open symbols! GHz, measured at variou
values ofHdc ~given in the figure! and 15 K.
2-10
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where the field dependence ofkp is essentially determined
by that of the critical current densityJc . For an inhomoge-
neous superconductor containing weak links the field dep
dence ofJc is well described by the following empirica
relationship:7

Jc5
Jc0

11B/BJ
, ~11!

where the scaling field

BJ5
F0

2alL

or

BJ5
F0

2lJlL
,

depending on whether the weak links are short or long
sephson Junction like, respectively.

We have to note here that CCM is a linear model a
generally not applicable to the nonlinear regime. Howev
for the present analysis we adopted a quasi-static approx
tion, i.e., we assumed similarity in the effect of dc and
fields on the microwave properties. Such a similarity mig
be possible since the characteristic frequencies of vo
nucleation and depinning for epitaxial YBaCuO films can
of order 100 GHz~see, e.g., Ref. 7!, which is much higher
than the operating frequency of our measurements.
course, this does not guarantee that the quasi-static app
mation may be rigorously justified, just because, e.g., dc
rf fields may penetrate differently into the sample. Howev
taking into account the difference between the effect of
and rf fields onZs would unlikely change our conclusion
about the values of ther parameter, which for all vortex
motion mechanisms~both in linear and nonlinear regimes!
are known to be of order unity.7

The results of the theoretical simulation within both TF
and CCM together with the most representative experime
data are shown in Fig. 17. The parameters used for the s
lation such as zero temperature penetration depthlL(0), up-
per critical field Bc2(0), residual normal fluid resistivity
rn(0), the barrier height of the periodic pinning potenti
U0, vortex viscosityh, low field pinning constantkp0 are
given in the caption to Fig. 17. The difference between va
ous TFM curves correspond to different values ofRs(0) and
Xs(0) @which in turn correspond to different values
w6(0)# for different samples and experimental conditio
~specified in the figure!.

V. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

In Table II we considered various possible anomalous
gimes in terms of the functional form ofRs(H rf) and
Xs(H rf), as well as possible physical mechanisms that mi
be responsible for the anomalous behavior. The table
contains a list of various microscopic and macroscopic
rameters~such as quasiparticle scattering ratet, superfluid
densityns , and flux flow resistivity of weak linksr f J! and
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their expected field dependences. As far as the phys
mechanisms are concerned, three possible scenarios are
sidered: the shunted grain weak link model~GSWLM!,18 the
magnetic field-induced recovery of superconductivity,20 and
the nonlinear two-fluid model with field-dependent scatter
rate.19 As was recently shown by Velichko and Porch,18 in a
superconductor containing weak links some of which
shunted by another superconducting grain a situation is p
sible whenRs decreases with magnetic field (H rf or Hdc),
while Xs(H) behaves in the normal way, i.e., grows. A sim
lar scenario is possible within the framework of the modifi
TFM, in which the scattering time is considered to decre
with increasedH, as recently suggested by Hein.19,38 These
two models can well account for the first scenario in t
table, when onlyRs decreases withH. However, the other
two scenarios in whichXs(H) is decreasing function ofH
cannot be described within the aforementioned two mod
Those types of behavior, to our best understanding, sho
necessarily involve some sort of recovery of the superfl
density with increased magnetic field. The various physi
mechanisms9,20–29that may lead to such a recovery effect a
mentioned in Sec. I. However, at present we are not awar
any theoretical model ofZs(H) incorporating those sce
narios. Thus, to summarize the results of Table II, we sho
emphasize that within the most general formulation of
surface impedance~if we admit that quasiparticle scatterin
is the dominant dissipation mechanism! the scenarios, in
which Xs(H) is decreasing function ofH, or bothXs(H) and
Rs(H) decrease, should necessarily consider recovery of
superconducting condensate as the result of increased
netic field.

As one can see in Fig. 17, at low values ofDXs /Rc

FIG. 17. Change in the surface resistanceDRs , versus change
in the surface reactanceDXs , normalized by the classical surfac
resistanceRc for samples TF1 and TF2 at variousT andHdc ~given
in the figure!. Theoretical curves simulated within the TFM an
modified CCM are presented by lines~labeled in the figure!. The
inset shows the data on an expanded scale and logarithmic sca
DRs /Rc . The parameter involved in the simulation are as follow
l(0)5140 nm,Bc2(0)5112 T,rn(0)5231026 V m,U050.15
eV-T, h5231027 N s/m2,kp051.33104 N/m2. Physical mean-
ing of the various parameters is explained in the text.
2-11
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TABLE II. Various scenarios and possible mechanisms responsible for the anomalous behavior.B
5m0H, andH stands for both rf and dc magnetic fields.

Anomalous scenario Parameters Mechanisms

Rs(B)↓, Xs(B)↑ at(B)↓ Non-linear TFMd @see
t5const,bns(B)↓, Refs. 19,38#

crJ f(B)↑ GSWLM e @see Ref. 18#
Rs(B)↑, Xs(B)↓ ns(B)↑, andt(B)↑ strongly Recovery of the condensate

or t5const andrJ f(B)↑ and reduced scatteringf

or enhanced flux flow
Rs(B)↓, Xs(B)↓ ns(B)↑, and Recovery of the condensate,

t5const ort(B)↑ flux flow negligible
very weakly

aHereB5m0H, andH stands for both rf and dc magnetic fields.
bQuasiparticle scattering rate.
cCooper pair concentration.
dFlux flow resistivity of the weak links.
eTFM stands for the two-fluid model.
fGSWLM stands for grain shunted weak link model.
gThis may refer to the mechanism of the field-induced alignment of the magnetic impurity spins~Ref. 20! or
any other mechanism having the same effect onnS(B).
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~that in turn correspond to low values ofH rf) all
DRs /Rc(DXs /Rc) curves for both samples under various e
ternal conditions~such as differentT andHdc) fall closely to
the TFM curves. This is a natural result to expect since
low H rf and zero~or weak! Hdc, when no magnetic vortice
penetrate into the films, quasiparticle scattering must b
dominant dissipation mechanism. Another feature to not
that all the experimental curves have a shape with upw
curvature, similar to that of the theoretical TFM curv
whereas the flux motion~CCM! curve has a downward cur
vature. This is another argument in favor of the quasipart
scattering being the dominant mechanism of the nonlin
dissipation. However, with increased level of external pert
bation~microwave or dc field, e.g.!, departure from the TFM
scaling towards the CCM behavior becomes apparent~see
Fig. 17!. This suggests that with enhancedH ~dc or micro-
wave! vortices may penetrate into the films~most likely
through the weak links! and contribute to the microwav
dissipation. Though such effect is relatively small~as can be
judged from Fig. 17!, it can well account for the uncorrelate
behavior ofRs(H rf) andXs(H rf) that is typically observed in
both samples.

We proceed further by considering the structural diff
ences between the two films. As seen from Table I, films T
and TF2 were prepared under quite different deposition c
ditions ~depositionT’s were 640 and 690 °C, respectively!,
that resulted in different microstructure of the films. Fil
TF1 has a factor of;1.5 larger average surface roughne
~3.5–5 nm versus 2–2.5 nm for TF2!, wider rocking curve
(1.04° versus 0.55° for TF2!, longerc axis ~11.757 Å versus
11.699 Å!. The first two parameters indicate that film TF
must have a poorerab-plane orientation and higher granu
larity that are necessarily related to a higher weak link
defect density compared to TF2. This is also consistent w
the lower value of the residual surface resistanceRresand the
higher penetration depthl(0) for this sample~35 mV and
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210 nm compared with 50mV and 135 nm for TF2!. Since
Rs;s1l3, the combination of lowerRres and higherl for
film TF1 suggests thats1 for this sample is significantly
lower than that for TF2. This in turn means that the prod
nnt is considerably smaller for TF1 compared to that of T
~sinces1;nnt). Now, if we recall that sample TF1 has
higher defect density and, therefore, most likely a high
residual density of the unpaired electronsnn(0), we imme-
diately come to the conclusion that residual scattering ti
t(0) for TF1 is considerably shorter than that for TF2. Th
again, is in line with our assumption that film TF1 has
higher density of defects or impurities that play a role
additional scattering centers. Thus having admitted that q
siparticle scattering rate in sample TF2 is lower, we mig
expect that this dissipation channel will be more ‘‘resistan
to an additional external perturbation~microwave or dc mag-
netic field, e.g.!, and therefore will saturate at higher leve
of the perturbation. This latter assumption is confirmed
Fig. 17~see the inset!, where we can see that the experime
tal data for TF1~triangles! depart from the TFM~quasipar-
ticle! scaling much earlier than those for film TF2~circles!.

As found in Sec. III, both microwave and dc magne
fields can produce anomalous behavior ofZs . However, the
effects ofH rf andHdc are often rather different~see Figs. 5,
6, 7, 8 and comments to them in the text of Sec. III!. For
instance, for sample TF1H rf alone~in the absence of the d
field! always leads to increase inXs , whereasHdc may lead
to decrease inXs even at quite lowH rf . Such a difference in
the effect of the microwave and static fields may suggest
alternative conclusions. First, the operating frequen
(;8 GHz) of our measurements may be pretty close to
scattering rate of the anomalous mechanism or, in ot
words, the sample could be driven towards the dynamic n
linear response regime, in whichvt;1. And second,H rf
and Hdc penetrate rather differently into the samples an
therefore, may affect different spatial regions of the films
2-12
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TABLE III. Experimental values of ther 5DRs
rf/DXs

rf parameter and its dependences on temperature, frequency and magnetic fi

Samples r value T dependence f dependence H rf dependence

TF1, 8 GHz, 15–20 Ka 20.15,r ,0.4 ;Independent Increase Nonmonotonic
TF1, 16 GHz, 15 Ka 20.15,r ,0.5 Unknown Increase (&10 kA/m), Independent

then; independent (&10 kA/m),
then decrease

TF1, 8 GHz, 15 K,Hdc>10 mT a 0.004,r ,0.03 Unknown Increase Increase
TF1, 16 GHz, 15 K,Hdc>10 mT a 0.03,r ,0.12 Unknown Increase Increase
TF1, 8 GHz,>20 K b 0.01,r ,0.02 Decrease Nonmonotonic Nonmonotonic
TF1, 16 GHz,>20 K b 0.03,r ,0.12 Decrease ;Independent Decrease

(&0.3 kA/m),
then independent

TF2, 8 GHz, 40–50 Ka 21.0,r ,0.6 Nonmonotonic Unknown ;Independent
~min at ;45 K)

TF2, 16 GHz, 40–50 Ka Absent Absent Absent Absent
TF2, 8 GHz,,40 and.50 K b 0.1,r ,0.5 Increase,40 K, ;Independent ;Independent

Independent.50 K
TF2, 16 GHz,,40 and.50 K b 0.1,r ,1.0 Increase,40 K, ;Independent ;Indepdent

Decrease.50 K

aSubscripta marks the data corresponding to the anomalous regime.
bSubscriptb marks the data corresponding to the normal dissipation regime.
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Another interesting effect we would like to mention he
is that aging of the films affected their microwave perfo
mance, and especially the anomalous behavior. We h
found that for film TF2 in about a year of storage after t
main measurements reported here were made, not only
frequency scaling ofRs in the linear regime has changed@cf.,
Figs. 10~b! and 11~b!#, but also the anomalies inZs(H rf)
have completely disappeared. This strongly suggests
oxygen content of the film, the parameter that deteriora
from .6.9 to 6.78 over the above period, is a possible c
to the anomalous nonlinear behavior. However, at the m
ment the precise mechanism of how the oxygen content
fects the appearance of the microwave anomalies is not
derstood.

Another important issue is the frequency dependence
the r parameter in the anomalous regime. For sample TF
zero dc field ther parameter is seen to slightly increase w
f in the anomalous regime (T<20 K) and virtually indepen-
dent off in the normal nonlinear regime@T>20 K, see Fig.
12#. However, when dc field is applied, the frequency dep
dence of ther parameter in the anomalous regime is rema
ably enhanced~see Fig. 16!. This effect is absent at higherT
~not shown in the figure! in the normal nonlinear regime
where the application of the dc field does not noticea
affect the frequency dependence ofr (r strongly increases
with f in both zero and finite dc magnetic field!. Thus, for
sample TF1 there seem to exist two different mechanism
the nonlinear anomalous response: the first, in zero dc fie
when only Rs(H rf) exhibits decrease, ther parameter is
weakly frequency dependent, and its modulus takes on
ues between 0.1–1; and the second, in finite dc fields, w
both Rs(H rf) and Xs(H rf) decrease in correlated manner,r
parameter strongly increases withf and takes on values be
tween 0.001–0.1. Similarly to TF1, for film TF2 ther pa-
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rameter is seen to increase with frequency in the anoma
T range (40,T,50 K) ~see Fig. 13! with typical values of
r being;0.1 and;1 at 8 and 16 GHz, respectively. Outsid
this T-range r parameter is nearly frequency independe
Unfortunately, we do not have dc field measurements on
sample at 40 K, where the strongest anomaly inXs(H rf) has
been observed and, therefore, cannot comment on how
field would affect that anomaly. Here, at other temperatu
~such as 15 and 60 K!, at which anomalies are only seen in
trapped magnetic flux~see Figs. 7 and 8!, the effect ofHdc

on H rf dependence and values ofr is quite negligible. The
exception is the case ofHdc of 5 mT at 60 K, that is seen to
drive r parameter towards large (;21) negative values~see
Fig. 15!. Under these conditions an anomaly inXs(H rf) is
also observed~see Figs. 7!.

Table III summarizesT, f, andH rf dependences as well a
typical values of ther parameter for the two films studied i
this work. The results are presented for both the anoma
and normal nonlinear regimes. In addition, the theoreticar
values together with itsT, f, andH rf dependences predicte
by TFM and CCM are given in Table IV. By comparing th
two tables, one can see that in some cases rather g
matches between the theory and experiment are seen in t
of r (T, f ,H) and r values. For film TF1, for instance, th
regime of the correlated anomalies inRs(H rf) and Xs(H rf),
which is observed at 15 K in a frozen dc flux, matches w
the predictions of the TFM~with the Ginzburg-Landau pai
breaking as the responsible nonlinear mechanism! in terms
of r values andr ( f ,H rf). On the other hand, it also overlap
with the predictions of the CCM in terms ofr (H rf). In other
cases of the anomalous behavior it is more difficult or ev
impossible to draw any conclusions because of either a
of the experimental data~such as frequency dependence o
2-13
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TABLE IV. Theoretical values of ther 5DRs
rf/DXs

rf parameter and its dependences on temperature, frequency, and magnetic fiel

Theory r value T dependence f dependence H dependencea

Flux creep~CCM!, low field 0.1,r ,1.0 Increase at lowB Increase at lowB Increase
(1 mT,B,50 mT) Nonmonotonic~max! Nonmonotonic~max!

at B>10 mT atB>10 mT
Flux flow ~CCM!, low field 1.0,r ,7.0 Increase at lowB Increase at lowB Increase

(1 mT,B,50 mT) Nonmonotonic~max! Nonmonotonic~max!
at B>10 mT atB>10 mT

GL depairing~TFM!, low field 0.04,r ,0.1 Nonmonotonic Increase Independent at lowB
(1 mT,B,50 mT) min att;0.7 Increase atB>10 mT

aHereB5m0H, andH stands for both rf and dc magnetic fields.
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Rs in the anomalous regime for film TF2, e.g.! or inapplica-
bility of the models in their classical formulation to the ava
able experimental data~such as, e.g., negativer values for
TF1 at 15 K and 0 mT!. All this suggests that at the mome
due to the lack of experimental data~such asT and f depen-
dences ofr in the anomalous regime, e.g.! and similarity in
the models’ predictions forr (H) we are not able to unam
biguously distinguish between the two mechanisms in te
of r (T, f ,H). However, in terms ofr values most of the ex
perimental data~especially those corresponding to th
anomalous behavior! presented in Table III clearly stan
apart from the vortex motion mechanisms described by
CCM. This is obviously in line with the results of Fig. 17. I
addition we can see that despite the deviation
DRs /Rc(DXs /Rc) curves from TFM scaling and departu
towards CCM scaling with increasedH rf , the shape of the
experimental curves is clearly reminiscent of that of the TF
curves, and is quite dislike the shape of the CCM curve.
this strongly suggests that even though the vortices are
evitably present in the films upon field cooling, they do n
noticeably contribute to the nonlinear microwave dissipati
and the flux motion mechanisms are believed to remain
minor importance for all the experiments reported in t
work.

VI. CONCLUSION

Two high-quality epitaxial YBaCuO thin films on MgO
substrates have been investigated for temperatureT, fre-
quencyf, staticHdc and microwaveH rf magnetic field depen
dences of the surface impedanceZs5Rs1 jXs using the co-
planar resonator technique at 8 and 16 GHz. A dc magn
field up to 12 mT was applied perpendicularly to the fi
surface in the field cooled regime. At certain temperatu
both films exhibit anomalies inH rf dependences of either th
surface resistanceRs or surface reactanceXs . Here, the
qualitative behaviors ofRs(H rf) and Xs(H rf) are generally
not correlated~in sense that one may decrease, whereas
other increases!. In zero dc field film TF1 exhibits anomal
only in Rs(H rf) and only at lowT ~15 K!, whereas film TF2
mainly shows anomalies inXs(H rf) and only at intermediate
temperatures~40–50 K!.
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Measurements in the field cooled state showed that
trapped magnetic flux may produce a dramatic effect
Zs(H rf), especially onXs(H rf). For instance, the dc field a
low as 5 mT may completely invert theH rf dependence of
Xs , turning it from increasing to decreasing function ofH rf .
The impedance plane analysis revealed that such a chan
accompanied by an abrupt change in the value andH rf and f
dependences of ther parameter and is, therefore, associa
with a change in the nonlinear mechanism.

We performed a detailed impedance plane analysis of
data involving consideration ofT andH rf dependences of the
differential loss tangentr̃ 5]Rs /]Xs , and comparing them
with those expected from the two-fluid model~TFM! and
Coffey-Clem model~CCM! for vortex motion. The analysis
revealed that forH rf&10 kA/m the dissipation mechanism
is due to the nonlinear dynamics of quasiparticles~Ginzburg-
Landau pair breaking!, whereas at higherH rf a clear depar-
ture from the TFM scaling towards the vortex motion mech
nisms is observed. Here, even in this higher field ran
DRs /Rc(DXs /Rc) curves and their functional form in th
anomalous regime tend to be much closer to the TFM sca
curve, rather than to the CCM limit. All this suggests that t
vortex motion brings relatively slight modification to th
nonlinear mechanism, which is mainly governed by the d
namics of quasiparticles. In addition, a simple qualitat
analysis within the standard TFM has shown that~provided
that quasiparticle scattering is a dominant dissipation mec
nism! correlated decrease ofRs(H rf) and Xs(H rf), or just
decrease inXs(H rf) alone should necessarily involve som
sort of recovery of the superconducting condensate with
creased magnetic field~rf or dc!.

It was also found that aging of film TF2 not only led to
change in the frequency dependence ofRs in the linear re-
gime ~the scaling exponent,n has changed from;1.7 to 2
after a year of storage!, but also to complete disappearan
of the anomalous effects inZs(H rf). X-ray measurements on
that sample revealed that the film lost significant amoun
oxygen (d.6.78 compared tod*6.9 in the freshly grown
film!. This leads us to a conclusion that the oxygen cont
of YBaCuO films plays an unknown but very important ro
in the occurrence of the microwave anomalies discusse
this paper. Proper understanding of the role of oxygen d
2-14
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ing in this phenomenon, as well as revealing precise phys
mechanism~s! ~which, as was shown here, are most like
related to the quasiparticle dynamics! of the anomalous non
linear microwave response of YBaCuO films present v
challenging tasks to be solved by the researchers in the
future.
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